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On a brisk day, I defeated my own gloom for not being able to see my close friends in Hong Kong. How
are they doing? I was so concerned about everyone that is so important in my life. So, I need to ask for
their address and send them some of my wish here in Carroll University. Even though I am not all that
happy, I tried to be as cheerful as possible for friendship. Not allowing to wallow in boredom anymore, I
decided to head out for a decent mini-lunch offered by a Mexican restaurant near the Wisconsin Postoffice, and posted some letters and postcards to the friends in church.
I walked in the Mexican restaurant alone, but I felt refreshed talking to strangers. A cute and cheerful
waitress approached me and 丨 was influenced by her big smile, I feel so welcomed to be there.
"Do you remember me?" I asked, this is actually my second time there because I know they serve beef
on a grill thing. That is a pretty good remedy because I miss the smell of the grill and barbeque and all
that when I was having a great time with my friends in my home country.
After I ordered the food, I literally bounce around like a kid because it was rather early and there were
not many customers there. I peeked into the kitchen to see how they make the food, I took pictures of
the vintage CD players and the little lollipop machines and I enjoyed taking a deep breath of the three
little plants on the little balcony. They are like rosemary and lavender, little and cute.
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I felt so much better and glad that I have been.given an exotic environment to dine in. Sunlight shines in
through the window and another sudden rush of inspiration set in.
The waitress brought me a glass of lemonade and served the hot Mexican food. The Mexican food I
ordered was not a really expensive nor exquisite dish. But I like how it is served. New cultural experience
is fascinating to me. I just like observing how it is put on the table. Some stirred fried pepper and beef,
together with a round shaped container with crispy white bread. The round shape container with lid
seems especially interesting to me! I wasn't that hungry so I kept the silverware untouched. Observing,
waiting, and thinking what else interesting I can mark down and before I go back. I took a few pictures
alone and also with the waitress. Fed myself and paid the bill. Nothing interesting in particular but I still
feel the serenity. I think I am better off in a quiet place like here in Wisconsin.
They have old fashioned store like a family dollar (old supermarket) and family video (where I rent movie
for my research paper and treat myself with small snacks like pepper mint chocolate), the uncle and
aunt working there are really nice. Sometime I wonder, it is just an easy job for them to smile. I shouldn't
be unhappy and be more grateful of what I have been rewarded in this trip and continue to walk with an
upbeat attitude.丨 believe more and more amazing thing are waiting for me ahead.
The beef with green pepper does not only give me a taste of Mexico； it also reminded me the Chinese
dish stirred fried pepper and beef in China. I was so pleased to find the similar taste in a foreign country.
Being super nostalgic, I almost burst into tears at that moment.
There are paintings everywhere in that unique setting of that restaurant. What left me the most
unforgettable impression was a gigantic Mexican hat that is hanging on the wall. The setting is Mexican
enough for me to indulge myself as sort sort of cow-girl in that restaurant.
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